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Guide to the Data Report
The data report is divided into the following six parts:

Summary Checklist of Practices:  Presents an overview of your board's practices in four areas. (Page 2) These questions were answered by the chief executive.

Summary Performance of the Board: Presents an overview of your board's performance across nine areas of responsibility. The nine responsibilities are nested under 4 major board
roles. (Page 3) These questions are typically answered by board members and the chief executive.

Detailed Performance of the Board: This section (beginning with Mission on page 5) presents detailed data for individual questions in each of the nine areas of responsibility, along
with answers to open-ended questions. These questions were answered by the chief executive and all other individuals who completed the survey.

Detailed Checklist of Practice: Begins with "Organizational Practices" and includes Oversight Practices, Board Practices and Chief Executive Supervision. This section presents the
detailed results of the yes/no questions asked of the chief executive.

Board Information and Organizational Demographics: Provides information about board structure and other information about the organization.

General Questions: The last page provides responses to additional questions about board service and individual board members.

How to Read the Summary Checklist of Practices
For this board self-assessment process, BoardSource identified concrete, tangible practices that characterize an effective nonprofit board. Some of these practices are required by
law, and many others have become widely accepted as good practice.These yes/no questions were answered only by the chief executive.The table above indicates how many checklist
questions were asked, the number of questions marked "Yes" by your chief executive and what percent of these practices your board currently has in place.

These practices are divided into four areas:
(1) Organizational Practices relate to strategic planning documents and procedures,
(2) Oversight Practices include financial and legal policies and procedures,
(3) Board Practices address issues related to orientation, terms, retreats, and committees, and
(4) Chief Executive Supervision  covers practices related to performance evaluation and executive compensation.

Summary Checklist of Practices
All Q's on client's survey

% of Yes# of Q's# of YesPractice Areas#
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Summary Performance of the Board
All Q's on client's survey

# of Q'sDoCOrg AvgRoles/ResponsibilitiesBoard Roles
453.5%2.70Set DirectionA
254.7%2.85Mission1
252.2%2.56Strategy2
1151.0%2.76Ensure ResourcesB
452.4%2.73Public Image and Advocacy3
750.3%2.77Board Composition4
1250.3%2.56Board Structure and OperationsD
1250.3%2.56Meetings9

How to Read the Summary Performance of the Board
This page is a snapshot of the board's perception of its performance. The assessment has been divided into four board roles with nine areas of responsibility nested within these roles.
The scores for individual questions are averaged within each area of responsibility and the scores for each responsibility are then rolled-up within each role. For example, the score
for Section A: Set Direction, shown in grey and bold, is an average of the scores for Responsibility 1: Mission, and Responsibility 2: Strategy.

Section A: Set Direction (Includes Mission and Strategy):
Setting direction requires looking beyond the immediate horizon and includes developing a shared vision, articulating guiding values for organizational action, establishing major goals,
and outlining strategies for achieving those goals.

Section B: Ensure Resources (Includes Funding/Public Image and Board Composition):
Once the board has established a sense of direction, its second role is ensuring that the organization has the resources needed to achieve its goals. An organization needs three
principal types of resources: people to do the work; money to pay salaries and expenses; and credibility with the public on whose support it depends. While the board itself does not
necessarily have to develop these resources, it makes sure that people and systems are in place to make them available.

Section C: Provide Oversight (Includes Program Oversight, Financial Oversight and Oversight of the Chief Executive):
All of a board's work involves both authority and accountability. However, in the board's oversight role, the emphasis is on accountability. As a governing body, the board provides
oversight, not only of the finances and programs, but also of the organization's legal and moral conduct. Furthermore, the board delegates authority to the chief executive, who is
therefore accountable to the board. Thus, the board's oversight role also includes supervising, providing feedback to, and supporting its chief executive.

Section D: Board Structure and Operations (Includes Board Structure and Meetings):
A well-functioning board is a strategic resource for the organization. A board that attends to the quality of its performance will serve the organization and its constituencies well. Among
the factors that go into functioning effectively are board size and composition; clarity of roles and responsibilities; productive meetings; well-functioning committees; access to necessary
information; and use of a team approach.

How to Read the Detailed Performance of the Board
This section of the report starts on page 5 and begins with Mission. The table provides detailed data for each question within the nine areas of board responsibility followed by answers
to the open-ended questions.

1.  Average:respondents were asked to rate the board's performance on a scale ranging from poor to excellent. The results are reported on a scale that equates to a typical A to F
grading scale, with a numerical value of "0" for "Poor or needs improvement"; "1" for "Fair or Marginal", "2" for "OK or acceptable" , "3" for "Good or above average" and "4" for "Excellent
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or superior." The lower the average, the lower the level of performance. Higher scores indicate your areas of strength. If the chief executive completed the assessment the chief
executive's answers are included in the average.

2.  Degree of Consensus (DoC): This measures the level of agreement among board members. If all board members selected the same answer the DoC would be 100%. When the
DoC falls below 70% it may be useful to explore the diversity of opinion among the board. The DoC is calculated using standard variation.

3.  Participants (Part): This number indicates how many respondents answered each question along the continuum from poor to excellent. It does not include those who selected
DK or NA.

4. Not Applicable (NA)/Don't Know (DK): Respondents were instructed to select "Not Applicable" or "Don't Know" when they were either too new to the board to know the answer or
the question did not apply to the organization. These responses are not included in the averages.

5.  Open-Ended Questions: The open-ended responses offer insights into strengths and challenges that numeric ratings cannot provide.

The findings in the data report are a rich source of information about your board's current performance and practices. As you review the findings, keep in mind the following tips:

Look at the whole picture first, then drill down. The findings are divided into the 4 overarching board roles. See which roles are the most challenging for your board. Then, look at
the responsibilities within each of those roles to understand the root causes.

Solid practices lay the foundation for a well-functioning board. Look at the scores in the four practice areas to see what percent of these practices your organization has in place.
This list, as defined by BoardSource, is based on concrete, tangible practices that characterize an effective nonprofit board. Some are required by law and others have become widely
accepted as good practice.

Review the Board's Perception of its Performance. The scores in the nine areas of responsibility provide a picture of how your board has evaluated its own performance. This
self-reflection is invaluable and provides a starting point for strengthening the governance of your organization.The questions provide a framework for recognized roles and responsibilities
for nonprofit boards.

Identify patterns in the ratings, rather than focus on the specific numbers themselves. Which questions were the highest rated? Which received the lowest ratings?

Delve into the degree of consensus data. Where there is a high degree of consistency, celebrate your strengths and address your limitations. Where there is less consistency,
explore why.

Look for the "lone wolf" response, and ask why. Sometimes the difference is in expectations or a communication issue. Other times, a board member may be disgruntled or overly
optimistic. Once in a while, the lone wolf sees a problem before it becomes obvious.
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Detailed Performance of the Board: 1. Mission
DETERMINE THE MISSION AND VISION

NA /
Don't
KnowPart**ExcellentGoodOKFairPoorDoC*AvgPlease rate the performance of the General Council in:

1016931.4%48.5%16.6%3.0%0.6%59.8%3.07*1.1. Supporting the organization's mission.

2515415.6%50.0%20.1%9.7%4.5%49.7%2.62*1.2. Periodically reviewing the mission to ensure it is appropriate.

* Degree of consensus - A measure of how well the board members agreed, with 100% being total consensus
** Part. - The number of participants who answered the question, not counting those who selected NA (Not Applicable)
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2. Strategy
ENSURE EFFECTIVE PLANNING

NA /
Don't
KnowPart**ExcellentGoodOKFairPoorDoC*AvgPlease rate the performance of the General Council in:

1716214.8%44.4%28.4%10.5%1.9%53.7%2.60* 2.1 Focusing regularly on strategic and policy issues versus operational issues.

1016914.2%43.8%24.9%14.8%2.4%50.7%2.53*2.2 Understanding the needs of the organization's members and stakeholders.

* Degree of consensus - A measure of how well the board members agreed, with 100% being total consensus
** Part. - The number of participants who answered the question, not counting those who selected NA (Not Applicable)
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2. Strategy

Answers to Open-Ended Questions

How can the General Council do better in this area?

There seems to be a disconnect between the General Council and the organization's members. Members in the math/cs division whom I talked with don't know much about what
CUR is doing and how it is relevant to them.

CUR's membership has both small and large institutions. I currently work at a large research institution and my work environment differs from my colleagues at smaller institutions.
CUR needs to do a better job at acknowledging this difference. Too often, I feel that they want larger institutions to participate but then only offer small school type opportunities
for me.

Need a more effective and responsive National Office. Council must demand better functionality from the NO. Too much of Council time is wasted on dealing with NO inadequencies.

Periodically ask the organization's members for suggestions of how to mee their needs.

I feel a bit like the organization is moving forward faster than some of the members and member institutions. We opened up membership several years ago to community colleges
and R-1 and to more disciplines, which I applaud. However, those of us behind the curve seem to have been forgotten a bit, as if we should have figured it out by now. I realize
we need to be trying to get more, large grants available, but the small pots of money from the private sector that a small, public or rural institution might have been able to use
have dried up. Funding the early stages of UR is now seen as passe. I think CUR needs to lobby not just for money to continue to fund well established programs but for money
for programs that are just really developing.

Need more interaction with the general membership to determine their interests and concerns. Periodic electronic surveys of both the overall membership and by division would
be useful to get this information.

Clearer mechanisms for bringing issues to the attention of the EBoard from the Divisions and then communicating back to the Council from the EBoard

I think the council may be pretty well steeped in tradition and in how things have been done in the past. It would be helpful, perhaps, to have some new opportunities for being
involved. As a new councilor I find it difficult to find an opportunity to contribute.

Under the latest governance structure the Council has few specific responsibilities. It should deliberate some more issues than it does, not to micromanage, but to build community
and provide opinion to the board.

I think the general council is too big. It feels like we are mainly reported it (which I understand from the size), and asked to give feedback when we could have done it
electronically.While I love CUR, support the mission 100%, I don't think my time is used effectively when I go to general council meetings. It is a lot of time and money for me
to attend those, and there has to be a better way to organize things to still allow input, and get broad support, with out this strucutre.

It does not seem that the Council realizes the great range of ways in which UR is done across campuses. There seems to be an assumption that everyone is one some track toward
the CUR ideal.

By doing this examination, they are doing a good job.That being said, the organization is still too dominated by the original "Hard Science" disciplines.Similarly, the trouble with
the NCUR merger was odd, and showed that CUR didn't really understand the complexities of what was going on.

I think there is still a bit of hesitation on the part of some members to credit research in the humanities and arts as fully research.

As CUR grows, the general council structure is getting more and more unwieldy as a way to conduct business. I am not sure how to improve this other than to try to skinny down
the council somehow.......

Create an inclusive environment of participation
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With the curtrent structure of only an annula meeting for general dialogue it's difficult to say how to improve. Division chairs could be tasked to be more diligent about having
online discussions.

Attacking all issues at once dilutes the impact- perhaps pick 1 or 2 "issues of the year' to champion?

The current survey and follow up are good steps!

I'm in Arts and Humanities which is a new division. We don't seem to be as organized as other divisions yet.

CUR is very much a grassroots organization and the Council plays a critical role in maintaining that connection with faculty and professionals who work in the area of undergraduate
research.

develop better leadership of the working committees, including traiing in how to run committees and meetings in a n effective way

I think the overall CUR Council meetings focus on strategy an policy, but my division meetings (arts & humanities) get bogged down in the same operational issues meeting after
meeting.I don't think there's much understanding of how "research" is understood across divisions, so the needs of those who aren't chemists, for example, are not well understood.

Elicit feedback, ideas, questions from the membership.

listen to members, design and develop surveys for the general counsel

The EXECUTIVE BOARD does a good job allowing the national office staff to do their jobs and not micromanage. There are times the larger/general council starts to get mixed
up in operational issues, but the Executive Board does a good job in refocusing things appropriately,.

Some of the newer divisions are not given as much attention as the more established ones. It is important to pay attention to all of the stakeholders in CUR.

Thecouncil is now so diverse that it is difficult to stay on top of these and many other issues.

Publish an on line directory of undergraduate research as was done in paper previously

The annual business meetings are too top down. This tends to result in council anger or apathy. Need to work on developing broad council buy-in.

Be in contact with members on a more regular basis via email, phone calls, one-on-one interactions with members. This should not be too difficult because there are many members
at most General Council members institutions.

I'm not convinced this is the role of the General Council. It is too large a group to reach and make timely decisions ab initio.

For a while there were breakout sessions with signficant frequency at the business meetings that were very helpful. They seem to have dropped off. The plenaries present some
difficulty in terms of having a discussion.

I think that it is hard to remember what it is like to be at a school without a well developed undergraduate research program-a target audience which has always helped fuel our
growth. We elect councilors who are superstars of research, often from places that are very supportive of such activity. I think it would be helpful for people to get out of their
bubbles to remember what it is like to be the first person at their institution asked to do UR without support. Those are an important group of stakeholders

Too new to know.

More transparent approach to policy and direction of CUR

Better communication from the executive board and better recruitment of input from geenral membership.

This past June was my first CUR meeting and I was impressed with the organization's mission and concern for the needs of programs.

Different institutions with different sizes and budgets have some issues in common and some unique to their circumstances. For novices it would be nice to have some general
idea of how issues and member institutions break down and perhaps a session or two specific to certain types of institutions versus generally applicable to all.

Specify the tasks they have been doing and let all know
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I think the general council takes direction from the board with respect to strategic and policy issues and is appropriately responsive.

The council is primarily a reactive body. When the NO or Eboard brings an issue to the council, it rises to the occasion and handles it well, for the most part. The council as a body
is not good at initiating projects, although individual members frequently bring forward wonderful. ideas and work hard to implement them when appropriate.

I don't really understand question 2.1 - what "operational issues" is CUR engaged in? What specifically is this referring to?

With respect to understanding the needs of the organizatopn's members and stakeholders, I'd like to see a more elaborated web site, that helps interaction among members. For
example, it would be helpful to have links to the web pages of the councilors. It would be helpful to have a page with various resources, for example links to the current REU sites,
links to funding organizations, and a forum page for suggestions and opinions.

The organization is expanding to include non-hard sciences and smaller schools and those that traditionally provide limited support to undergraduate research efforts. The models
for building and supporting undergraduate reseach by CUR need to be refined to reflect the expanded membership and changing needs of CUR members.

i'm not convince that the periodic meeting is the best way to connect. lots of work done, then not always follow up during the year.

Spend less time on operational issues - it seems that the national business meetings have a large component focused on operations.

Reach out more strongly to newer members - there is an insiders feel to the organization

I feel as though we're changing and that CUR now includes bigger schools. I'm not sure we're ready to adjust our mission and strategy, but I"d like us to be.

The organization could do a better job of defining the various modes by which undergraduate research takes place. Often the collaborative model used in the sciences (with students
participating in faculty projects) does not work well in fields such as history and philosophy. It is important to stress the different types of undergraduate research that take place,
and make a serious attempt to listen to the needs and views of disciplines where students engage in research, but using models other than the collaborative one.

The challenge is the General Council is not free to focus on strategic and policy issues. They are hamstrung by the Executive Board (EB) in that the EB sets the agenda for the
General Council in essence controlling what strategic or policy issues get attention by the General Council. Better communication flowing in both directions rather than just from
the General Council UP to the EB would better allow for the grassroots nature of the organization.

The Council is undergoing an identity crisis with different divisions, and stakeholders within a division, seeing very different roles for the council. At one extreme, is the view that
it's role is to support significant, fundable scholarship with a significant role being to advocate for increased funding for this work. The other extreme views the role of the council
to push for student-faculty research as a high impact educational practice, with significantly less emphasis on funding and publication. The former group questions how inclusive
the organization can be while the later is takes a much more inclusive view. There is also a growing diversity of stakeholders involved as a result of CUR's expansion into large
R1 type institutions, which have very different needs and views than PUIs. The first step in allowing the Council to better handle strategic issues, is for the Council to finally settle
on a vision of what it wants to be in the future.

Be less focused on what is best for them or their division and think about the good of the whole organization.

The General Council needs to learn more about the parameters of newer divisions, for example Arts and Humanities. There is every indication that such divisions are welcome
and that as the Council becomes more aware of them, will find that the organization is responsive and helpful in furthering their agendas. At the moment there has been some
concern about things like modes of presentation, which differ from the original scientifically oriented modes.

I have not served on the Council long enough to answer this question.

Be open to all disciplines, all institutions, and engage in discussions with all councilors focusing and addressing that undergraduate research is "for all"

Better and more direct participation of CUR divisions on e-Board matters. More direct involvement of general CUR membership in CUR governance decisions. Regular updates
from the eBoard to general membership vis CUR email list server.

A periodic reminder from top leadership to review mission/goals/strategic planning and policy would be helpful. Having the discipline/function-based councils helps focus on
needs of that segment of stakeholders/members. For example, URPD considers a different range of issues than Arts and Humanities, which is different from science disciplines.
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Articulating who are members and stakeholders are, e.g. individuals vs. institutions, types of institutions.

The general council is as good of a representation of the CUR individual member constituency as we are likely to get. Unfortunately the general council has continuously lost
power to a much less representative e-board. Much of this is self inflicted since there does seem to be some reluctance on the part of the general council to take its governing
responsibilities seriously.

The Councilors as a body are not often prone to address UR as a whole phenomenon, but rather to focus either on the specifics of the kinds of research they individually conduct
and hope to see, or on the conduct of CUR business. CUR itself, as it has grown, has increasingly taken time to operate: between institutes, publications, meetings, and consulting,
Councilors invest a lot of time in getting CURs work done rather than in deciding where CUR should be headed. The Board (made up largely of division chairs) does more strategic
work, which means that the chairs often don't focus as closely as they'd like on the health and needs of their own division members. And to be honest, Nancy has had a far stronger
strategic mission than the Board; most of what we've taken on in recent years can be drawn back directly to her interests and initiative. Would the Board have been anywhere nearly
as effective without such a strong executive officer? I doubt it. The Councilors, I think, need to serve more directly as outreach to our members/constituents, to get the bottom-up
indicators of needed services. The Executive Officer needs to maintain and grow partnerships, and to be attentive to new trends and gaps in higher ed services that CUR is
mission-relevant to. The Board holds the middle, supporting the divisions in providing services and supporting the EO in strategic initiatives.

For some of the newer disciplinary groups, it might be helpful to hold special focus groups to identify issues that are different from those of the traditional UR groups, e.g. the
sciences, psychology, etc. I have found that there is a tendency of councilors in the newer areas to feel a bit threatened and misunderstood -- not that CUR actually values them
less, but that's a perception that's out there.Also, a little more oversight and organization of committees and sub-councils would be helpful (that is more focus on operation issues!);
committee chairs and council chairs could do a better job coordinating with and communicating to their members.

I think this varies by division. Part of the issue is engaging general members.

Periodically, a survey of CUR's institutional members could be conducted to determine how well our member organizations feel CUR is meeting their needs.

Develop mechanisms for GC to be surveyed, regularly give feedback.

Some sort of newsletter format in all the divisions will go a ,ong way to addressing this issue.

I think there is some tension right now in the General Council about how strategic the organization should be and who its stakeholders are.

We still spend far too much time word-smithing and arguing over minutiae.

There has been a shift from "grass roots" membership toward "institutional membership" over the past five to ten years. This has been very successful and has resulted in a
stabilization of the funding base for CUR. However, I feel that it has eroded the individual membership identification with the organization - through increased institutional
membership with coupled individual memberships the membership has become more passive and less informed. This resulted not only from the different nature of becoming a
member by virtue of an institutional membership, but in part from a concentration of decision making in the e-board and inadequate communication with the individual members.
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3. Public Image and Advocacy
ENHANCE THE ASSOCIATION'S PUBLIC IMAGE

NA /
Don't
KnowPart**ExcellentGoodOKFairPoorDoC*AvgPlease rate the performance of the General Council in:

1616218.5%49.4%24.1%6.2%1.9%55.7%2.773.1 Partnering with the Board to build a positive public image of the organization.

1416420.1%44.5%23.2%9.8%2.4%51.2%2.703.2 Networking to establish collaborations and partnerships with other organizations.

1016715.0%40.7%28.7%11.4%4.2%49.3%2.51
3.3 Maintaining an open dialogue with the organization's members related to public image and
advocacy issues.

1016828.6%45.2%20.2%3.0%3.0%53.3%2.933.4 Advocating on behalf of the organization and its members.

* Degree of consensus - A measure of how well the board members agreed, with 100% being total consensus
** Part. - The number of participants who answered the question, not counting those who selected NA (Not Applicable)
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4. Board Composition
BUILD A COMPETENT BOARD

NA /
Don't
KnowPart**ExcellentGoodOKFairPoorDoC*AvgPlease rate the performance of the General Council in:

3414547.6%39.3%9.0%2.1%2.1%56.6%3.28
* 4.1 Adhering to the organization's bylaws regarding General Council composition, duties, voting
rights and qualifications.

1116839.9%47.6%9.5%2.4%0.6%61.7%3.24*4.2 Working through the Divisions to elect councilors to serve on the General Council.

3314621.9%45.9%18.5%11.0%2.7%49.6%2.73
*4.3 Using the CUR Nominating and Nominating Vetting committees to identify and cultivate
board officers.

1616314.1%39.9%28.8%12.3%4.9%48.3%2.46*4.4 Effectively orienting new General Council members.

4713220.5%40.2%17.4%11.4%10.6%38.3%2.48
*4.5 Establishing and enforcing policies for length of service on the General Council, e.g., length
of terms and number of terms.

1716211.7%37.7%30.2%12.3%8.0%45.6%2.33*4.6 Utilizing the skills and talents of individual General Council members.

4613325.6%49.6%12.8%10.5%1.5%51.9%2.87
*4.7 Respecting the distinct roles of the Executive Officer, Executive Board, General Council and
staff.

* Degree of consensus - A measure of how well the board members agreed, with 100% being total consensus
** Part. - The number of participants who answered the question, not counting those who selected NA (Not Applicable)
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5. Meetings
CONDUCT PRODUCTIVE BOARD MEETINGS

NA /
Don't
KnowPart**ExcellentGoodOKFairPoorDoC*AvgPlease rate the performance of the General Council in:

1416525.5%49.1%20.0%3.6%1.8%56.5%2.93*5.1 Fostering an environment that builds trust and respect among the General Council members.

1616322.7%45.4%23.3%6.1%2.5%53.0%2.80
*5.2 Fostering an environment that builds trust and respect between General Council members
and the Divisions.

2215717.2%46.5%21.0%10.2%5.1%47.7%2.61
*5.3 Fostering an environment that builds trust and respect between General Council members
and the Executive Board.

2415514.2%35.5%30.3%16.8%3.2%48.7%2.41
*5.4 Establishing and enforcing policies related to attendance at the Annual Business Meeting for
General Council members.

2015911.3%47.8%30.8%7.5%2.5%56.1%2.58
*5.5 Preparing for General Council Annual Business meetings, e.g., reading materials in advance,
following up on assignments.

1316616.3%48.2%19.3%12.0%4.2%48.6%2.60
*5.6 Implementing effective meeting practices at the Annual Business meeting, such as setting
clear agendas, having good facilitation, and managing time well.

1416510.9%40.0%28.5%13.9%6.7%47.0%2.35*5.7 Allowing adequate time for General Council members to ask questions and explore issues.

1716215.4%43.8%28.4%9.3%3.1%52.0%2.59*5.8 Efficiently making decisions and taking action when needed.

1916020.6%48.1%21.9%6.9%2.5%53.2%2.78*5.9 Understanding the need to base decisions on the collective good of the organization.

7210713.1%35.5%29.0%14.0%8.4%43.9%2.31
*5.10 Monitoring General Council activities to identify and address discriminatory or non-inclusive
behaviors.

3414520.7%45.5%22.1%9.7%2.1%51.8%2.73
*5.11 Ensuring that minutes of meetings and actions taken by governing bodies and authorized
sub-committees, such as the executive committee, are documented.

181618.7%28.0%34.2%19.9%9.3%45.4%2.07*5.12 Engaging all members in the work of the General Council.

* Degree of consensus - A measure of how well the board members agreed, with 100% being total consensus
** Part. - The number of participants who answered the question, not counting those who selected NA (Not Applicable)
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General Questions
General Questions

1. Indicate how satisfied you are with the following aspects of CUR:

No. RespPercentOption

53%
Very
Dissatisfied

*1.a The overall effectiveness of the Division to which I belong.

127%Dissatisfied

2011%Neutral

8045%Satisfied

5832%Very Satisfied

42%No Opinion

No. RespPercentOption

11%
Very
Dissatisfied

*1.b The level of commitment and involvement demonstrated by most General Council members

32%Dissatisfied

3419%Neutral

9855%Satisfied

3520%Very Satisfied

84%No Opinion
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General Questions
No. RespPercentOption

32%
Very
Dissatisfied

*1.c The overall effectiveness of the General Council.

137%Dissatisfied

4324%Neutral

8849%Satisfied

2514%Very Satisfied

74%No Opinion

No. RespPercentOption

74%
Very
Dissatisfied

*1.d The overall decision-making of CUR's governance system (i.e., General Council, Officers, Executive Board, Committees,
Divisions)

1911%Dissatisfied

4525%Neutral

7140%Satisfied

2413%Very Satisfied

137%No Opinion

No. RespPercentOption

00%Too Small (0)
2. What is your opinion about whether the size of the General Council meets the needs of the organization (i.e., currently at
264, with potential to grow by 12-24 members if new Divisions are created).

32%(1)

4023%Just Right (2)

5229%(3)

6537%Too Large (4)

1710%No Opinion
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General Questions
No. RespPercentOption

1810%
Strongly
Disagree

3. CUR is currently organized into divisions by discipline. To what extent do you agree that new divisions should be created
in other ways for example: type of institution, region, type of undergraduate research, administrator positions?

5531%Disagree

4022%Neutral

4224%Agree

1810%Strongly Agree

53%No Opinion

No. RespPercentOption

3218%No4. Should members be allowed to belong and pay for multiple Divisions?

5330%No Opinion

9252%
Yes. Specify
concerns, if
any.

5. How important do you think it is that we tap into the 264 councilors attitudes, skills, and knowledge to add value
to CUR in the following areas?

No. RespPercentOption

42%
Not Important
(0)

*5.a Advocacy Activities

158%(1)

4324%Important (2)

3419%(3)

7140%
Very Important
(4)

106%No Opinion
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General Questions
No. RespPercentOption

11%
Not Important
(0)

*5.b Identify future needs/trends of the discipline through needs analysis polling of membership and synthesis

63%(1)

3922%Important (2)

4123%(3)

8849%
Very Important
(4)

42%No Opinion

No. RespPercentOption

00%
Not Important
(0)

*5.c Provide input during policy development

106%(1)

4626%Important (2)

4927%(3)

7240%
Very Important
(4)

21%No Opinion

No. RespPercentOption

11%
Not Important
(0)

*5.d Communicate with membership regarding public policy issues

137%(1)

4525%Important (2)

5631%(3)

6134%
Very Important
(4)

32%No Opinion
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General Questions
No. RespPercentOption

11%
Not Important
(0)

*5.e Tap into creative/strategic thinking on important issues

84%(1)

3117%Important (2)

3922%(3)

9855%
Very Important
(4)

21%No Opinion

No. RespPercentOption

00%
Not Important
(0)

*5.f Invite to serve on committees

63%(1)

3721%Important (2)

5631%(3)

7542%
Very Important
(4)

53%No Opinion

No. RespPercentOption

21%
Not Important
(0)

*5.g Assist with social networking & building camaraderie among members

158%(1)

3821%Important (2)

4927%(3)

7039%
Very Important
(4)

53%No Opinion
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General Questions
No. RespPercentOption

11%
Not Important
(0)

*5.h Mentor Junior faculty starting programs

106%(1)

3017%Important (2)

5028%(3)

8547%
Very Important
(4)

32%No Opinion

No. RespPercentOption

84%
Not Important
(0)

*6. How important do you think it is for CUR to use social media and electronic tools to generate new ideas generation and
allow for on-going discussions/decisions between General Council meetings?

3218%(1)

4324%Important (2)

4525%(3)

4425%
Very Important
(4)

74%No Opinion

No. RespPercentOption

2212%
Strongly
Disagree

*7. The Executive Officer's title should be changed to President, and the title of chief member officer changed to Chairperson.

3017%Disagree

5933%Neutral

127%Agree

148%Strongly Agree

4223%No Opinion
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General Questions
No. RespPercentOption

42%
Strongly
Disagree

*8. The General Council should continue to elect the President-elect, Secretary, and/or Treasurer ("and after 2011, the
Members at Large of the Executive Board") as opposed to general membership or the EB itself.

137%Disagree

3318%Neutral

6335%Agree

4123%Strongly Agree

2514%No Opinion

No. RespPercentOption

84%
Strongly
Disagree

*9. Term limits should be implemented for councilors and Division Chairs.

2816%Disagree

5028%Neutral

5531%Agree

2514%Strongly Agree

137%No Opinion

No. RespPercentOption

42%
Strongly
Disagree

*10. We should continue with both a Nominating Committee and a Nominating Vetting Committee.

158%Disagree

4324%Neutral

6335%Agree

2816%Strongly Agree

2615%No Opinion
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General Questions
No. RespPercentOption

21%
Very
Disappointing

*11. Do you find serving on the General Council to be rewarding and satisfying experience?

63%Disappointing

4022%Neutral

8447%Satisfying

3721%Very Satisfying

106%No Opinion

No. RespPercentOption

42%
Very
Disappointing

*12. Do you find serving in your respective Division to be rewarding and satisfying experience?

53%Disappointing

2212%Neutral

8045%Satisfying

6335%Very Satisfying

53%No Opinion

No. RespAverage

1795.04
*How many years have you served on the Council? Round-up to the nearest whole number - do not use decimals. If less than
one year please enter "1".
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General Questions
1. What suggestions about improving the General Council would you like to offer?

I'd like to see the web site improved to provide more opportunities for on-line interaction between councillors, for example a discussion board, forums.

It is just about the right size right now, but has too many people from the "Hard Sciences."

Need more committees/tasks forces for councilors and general members to be involved. Need to have a STAFF PERSON help to coordinate and facilitate these committees &
task forces.

A leaner, meaner council would be better, I think. Lately, I feel as though the general council is not quite clear about what to do with itself. it still serves an important function
as the voice of the stakeholders and a source of ideas and energies for those ideas to feed up through the E-board and executive office. But it no longer has primary responsibility
for most of those things--so it kind of luffs along in the wind like a directionless sailboat these days. How can we maximize the usefulness of the councilors as networking agents,
motivators, leaders in their disciplines with regard to promotion of undergrad research, now that we no longer need those energies to "run the ship" on a daily basis? THAT is
the question I think we need to think about--wish I had some answers!

To new councilors, CUR gives the impression of a private club, where a few members control to entire organization. This is why new members may not return and minorities
are not represented. It is difficult to give up control, but is time for the council to become more open

I think the General Council works well. I don't think the DC office works as well as it should with the Council or the membership at large.

I find the meetings--particularly my Division meetings--to be disorganized. It's difficult to get anything done, and it seems as though much work could be done before the meetings,
but that is not utilized.

Decrease the size of the General Council and ensure that all members have an opportunity to contribute to the activities of CUR.

The General Council is too big to make decisions efficiently, so I recommend a smaller Council with more defined responsibilities. I think it's too easy right now for someone to
be on the Council and do virtually nothing.

Allow new council members more opportunities for involvement

na

More follow-up after the business meeting. I was supposed to follow through with advocacy, but didn't know who to report to.

An electronic survey of activities that Councilors have to fill out every semester. This could prompt people for their different types of acitivities and really ease the burden for
collecting that information on the division chair person so they could do other stuff. I get an email, which if I can find 15 minutes to respond to, I almost always provide an
incomplete list-remembering things that I have done later. I think categories of activities would be helpful.

I have no suggestions in improving the General Council.

If the number of councillors is cut, the difficulties with people getting funding to travel to the business meeting will be even more noticeable. I understand the concern about the
number being so large, but I like the variety of disciplines and experiences that are present in my division (Arts and Humanities). Perhaps in mono-disciplinary divisions this is
not as enriching, but I don't want to see it go away.

General Council members should be informed of CUR events. I may have missed something but I did not know about a CUR event in Washington, D.C. in October until after it
occurred.

The general council does not need improvement - policies and procedures of the executive board are unprofessional and unethical. Please see below.
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More individuals need to be involved with specific projects/tasks to feel they are contributing to the Coucil rather than just showing up at meetings and rubber stamping things

It should be smaller. Divisions do not need 20-24 members, and business does not profit from direct democracy as here exercised.

I like having the large Division Councils becuase it provides a lot of varied expertise and many hands to accomplish tasks. I don't really have opinions for improving General
Council functions at this point.

The General Council is rather large making meaningful discussions somewhat difficult.

Would like to see more brain-storming across divisions.

I am too junior to make many comments at this time. So far I have found the experience to be positive.

Better communication.

1. It should shrink or even disappear. 24 per division is unnecessarily large, especially as we add divisions.2. We should no longer encourage all councilors to serve on a committee.
We have too many committees and they are too large to be effective.

More emphasis on promoting undergrad research and less on the operational issues of CUR

greater transparency of the Eboard. use today's technologies to keep everyone in the loop. work to diversify membership. find ways to involve MANY in the institutes, meeting
planning etc of CUR

More purposeful networking. Time to write/ plan together.

I believe that there are certain issues, such as the interminable discussion of the new book proposal at the last meeting, which waste time, which could be better spent on other
issues. We need to do a better job of setting agendas and determining truly important issues, and get them on the agenda.

Put limits on councilor terms - there is too much of a "good old boy" network in some divisions, and fresh blood is needed for fresh ideas (and to give newer/younger faculty an
opportunity to be leaders in their discipline)

While I feel very connected to my division, I do not feel particularly connected to the General Council. I'm not sure the best way to address that issue.

It would be good to shake us up and think outside the box for a completely different polity. But the reality is that we probably need to evolve more slowly. As a first step, we
need to think about reducing the number of elected Councilors or changing the role and function of business meeting.

The council size should be proportional to the individual memberships with some minimum number of representatives, i.e. a new division might begin with only 4 councilors
and then build as interest grows in the general membership.

none

It needs to be smaller, and clarify what the purpose of the general council is.While I support the move of the Eboard being more the policy body, that leaves it unclear what the
purpose of having 264 people gather once a year is. While I enjoy seeing everyone, I felt like I could have given all of my input electronically last year, and that there wasn't
much point of attending in person. I feel like my work on committees that serve all of CUR have been very rewarding. I don't feel like the general council or my division
participation has been at all rewarding or that I have made valuable contributions that promote the mission of CUR through my participation. I've actually been wondering how
I could still be active on CUR wide committees and CUR initiatives without being elected to a division or part of the general council.

GC is too big, but it is not at all obvious how to change the structure and still preserve the voluntary nature of the organization, a major strength. This needs careful thought, wide
and open discussion, and a process to come to closure and, I hope, consensus.GC should address some of the issues CUR deals with and provide advice to the organization even
in areas where it has no official responsibility. GC needs something vital to do, and this builds community and loyalty. This also needs careful management.

Define tasks across different divisions, same tasks for all divisions and adding tasks from each specific division
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- More training/webinars.

More participation both in attendance of meetings and in response to membership issues, although this isn't really so bad.

Term limits to infuse fresh ideas and maintain motivation and interest.

Decrease size; set term limits; make sure people come the the meeting.

It is just too big. You can not have a working group that is that large. Each division should be reduced in size and there should be clearly defined tasks for the divisions to do that
benefit the organization' mission. The committees also should have clearer functions and people should be recruited who have expertise. The lack of term limits is highly
problematic. As is the President Elect etc. structure, it means that power is concentrated in the hands of a few people for along time. The fact that ex officers can remain part of
CUR forever is really bad for the organization and its ability to open up to new folks and new ways of doign things.Nothing is codified and the work of the divisions and committees
is based on memory of past members. This is problematic and challenging.

The key is to imporve communication between the eboard and the council and to give the divisions more power to adderss the eneds in their areas.

Eliminate the old girls/ old boys network that runs things too much. Allow for new blood.

The whole General Council structure needs to be re-constructed. It seems to be be OUT-DATED.

The general council is too large. I would find a way to shrink this body. One way would be to have divisional structure remain intact with greater autonomy for the divisions in
setting their own agendas (and resources to allow them to accomplish that agenda) and then a council elected divisions or in an at-large model. If from the division, each division
could elect three to four members. If at large, each division might select some number of candidates to stand for election. Alternatively, the Council could be selected by geography
and/or institution type--PUI vs. regional comprehensive vs. R1. or northeast, mid-Atlantic, Southeast, Mountain West, etc--while the divisions remain disciplinarily based. In a
sense, these models would be somewhat like an enlarged version of the Current E-board but would offer a smaller decision making body charged with making CUR wide policy
and strategic vision. The Divisions would then be free to focus on the needs of their own discipline.

I think that I am the only college president on the general counsel. I think that as a general principle it is good for CUR to have college presidents involved, but the truth is that
it is not set up for the likes of us. I often cannot attend the national meeting and I rarely can fulfill my duties as councilor. I volunteered to quit by the chair of my division suggested
I stay at least through this year. I try to support CUR in any way that I possibly can.

The Council is now too large compared to the leadership opportunities/tasks available. We should reduce the size and focus on increase the quality and breadth of experience of
Councilors in undergraduate research, and provide significant roles for those councilors to fulfill throughout the year.

The number of people serving on the General Council is overly large and as such there is considerable inertia in getting many things done.

None.

We are disciplinary by history rather than necessity. But any new structure should be relevant to our overarching mission. If our mission is to increase the overall national quality
of undergraduate education by using and advocating for UR methods, then perhaps institution type is the right model. If our mission is to help campuses launch and strengthen
UR programs, then perhaps campus role is the right model. If our mission is to obtain funding and other support for UR initiatives, then perhaps we have divisions focused on
the NSF, on the NEA, on the NEH, on private foundations, and so on. There are a dozen ways of making divisions, none of them the "right one." What kind of structure for
populating the Council makes best sense for our next ten years?

The council is perhaps too big givien it's current duties. OTOH, if we were to get more involved with the general membership then we might want a large council. I do understand
why there is a push to make the council smaller. The downside of that is that it would allow even fewer people to have real involvement in CUR. One of my problems is that my
CUR wide committee does not seem to have a charge. We meet and nothing seems to happen. I'd like that clarified. I'd like to get the material more than 2 or 3 days ahead of
time. This past summer it was much better but some years I have received the book the night before I leave. Sometimes the things we need to read and discuss are complex and
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really need more than a couple of days to digest. I will say that at business meetings there has been an improvement in the amount of time we have to meet with the division
council. For several years we had very little time to do division business the past summer, it was much better.

Down-size it. Smaller # of reps.

Smaller; better communication between EB and Councilors.

The meetings, perhaps by dint of the council being so large, tend to go long and be a bit heavy on presentation, light on discussion. On the other hand, the St. Louis meeting was
a model of concision and efficiency.

Our Division members communicate regularly via email, but we don't communicate with other division council members. Many of the meetings at the annual Business meetings
are held within divisions. We need to develop strategies for COuncil members to communicate across divisions. A biannual videoconference with telephone call-in for those
members at schools without video conferencing facilities of the General Council would allow communication outside the annual Business Meeting. Their should be an agenda
circulated at least a month prior to such a video conference with time for memebrs to comment and suggest modifications to the agenda. THere should be a moderator and a
parliamentarian to insure that the meetings proceed on schedule and cordially.

At that last several meetings some topics were presented to divisions for discussion but these discussions were never considered outside of those meetings. The EB had already
decided the proper outcome, open discussion was squelched and changes railroaded.

I think we need slightly more time for our annual business meetings so that we can consider issues in our Divisions, and then meet as a General Council, and then back to Divisions
a couple times. This sort of interaction between Divisions and the General Council has been cut short for the past few years.

I believe that the June meeting date is problematic. Early-mid August would seem to be better for maximizing he attendance of research active faculty.

More input and decision-making influence on CUR governance. Less centralization of decisions at the e-Board level. Councilors should have more function in the governance
of CUR.

Becoming more aware about the various needs of smaller institutions.

I have not served on the Council long enough to answer this question.

the assignments of members to committees and as chairs has been haphazard

I am completing my first term as a councilor, and I will not seek a second. While I believe strongly in the mission of CUR, I have been very frustrated with the organizational
structure, inefficiency of annual business meetings, and lack of activity in my division (math and computer science). I think that the organizational structure is unwieldy, with
too many councilors. Real power is concentrated in the hands of a few people, and it has a very "clubby" atmosphere. For the rest of us, the business meetings consist of pep talks
and focus group exercises that could be done online, if at all. This is not an efficient use of my time. The math/CS division has almost no activity between business meetings, and
non-councilors are essentially unengaged.

The terminology in this survey is confusing? I didn't think CUR had a general counsel. Do you mean the divisions?

reduce the size

We have the same conversations from one year to the next...a new direction, a new focus, new conversation is necessary for positive change.

We need:term limits for councilorsa clear vision and purpose for the organization

I've been on the Council for a number of years and the role of the General Council has seemed to diminish signficantly. While it's true that the EBoard necessarily possesses more
information than the GC and so must have a more important/central role in decision making, I think broader input is important. Earlier I mentioned that the breakout sessions are
very good and perhaps should be expanded. Having a dialog with 150 councilors in one meeting isn't a good mechanism and so the smaller groups may be the best way to solicit
information and opinions from the GC.
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I like the changes made several years ago that moved planning for the conference to other people rather than having the diviision spend too much time on it. It would be good,
though, to have the General Council do more than hear reports at the General Council meeting. I am concerned that as the number of divisions grow so will the General Council.
I am also concerned that many think that CUR is only for directors of campus wide undergraduate research programs.

none

We can and should continue to have a General Council to support the grassroots nature of the organization but perhaps reduce the number of representatives per division so as
not to become too unwieldy in size and yet allow us to add divisions that would represent other functions besides discipline. For example, type of institution, etc. There are many
governance models from broad based large professional organizations we could consider.

Encourage members who are not research active with undergraduates to stand down at the next election and let some one else have a turn.

Better decision process and effectiveness with E-Board!

I am very new to the Council so I would need some time to observe before having new suggestions. So far, I have enjoyed the work that I have been assigned within my division.
My Division members work well with each other and I feel like I am contributing towards the greater good of the organization. I also feel that as a Councilor, I am working on
duties that I feel quite passionate about.

more input from the council. At times it seems we are getting reports from the E Board with a few chances to provide feedback. Not clear how much feedback is happening or if
the general council is just providing support to already decided ideas.

Right now, I think the General Council is very large and not much is accomplished; attending a General Council meeting is a lot like attending a giant faculty meeting where
certain types chew over the same material in an expected manner. The IDEA of the GC is great, but I think it would be really helpful to shift much of the activity away from the
GC meeting to online. It is SO expensive to go to the council meeting and there has been a tendency to select locations that are not easy to access. (St Louis and NJ are a good
shift away from that.) I don't know that we need 24 councillors in each division, esp with the number of divisions we have now. I also think that for some of us, the divisional
divisions are not the best way that we see ourselves, and I'd like to see more fluidity -- for example, someone who is in the psych division but is also a URPD would probably
like to be able to share in both those discussions. I'd also like to see the opportunity to discuss issues not only across but according to "special needs" -- e.g., divide into groups
not according to division, sometimes, but according to R1 vs PUI, or whatever. I just think a lot more interdisciplinary, etc. mixing and matching would strengthen our organization.

I still have no clue what the organization actually does. That's the biggest problem with the General Council, and with every other facet of the organization.

No opinion

I do think it is a bit unwieldy. One of the issues is that the division members are not as active as they might be - the councilors get time to meet together, plan activities, etc. That
is the advantage of being a councilor. If there were better ways for whole divisions to interact, then maybe reducing the size of the council would make sense. Because all of us
are volunteers and very busy, I find that we need a fairly large council to generate enough volunteers for specific tasks to get done. But I am open to other structures, which is
why I picked 'neutral" on some of the structure questions.

I am quite satisfied with the current structure... in my division, Psychology, there are some very dedicated folks who work well together and take back valuable information and
ideas to their institutions. In particular, they have done a good job in outreach to other organizations within the discipline.

The size of the Council is too large to be effective. The annula business meetings need to be held more centrally in the US for all Council members

We should continue having break-out sessions. Also, the General Council should always be given enough time to process info before voting for new divisions or other important
issues.
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General Questions
2. What additional changes in the overall structure or decision-making practices would position CUR better as the strategic leader in this mission area?

I believe that CUR has, in general, been a very good strategic leader in promoting support for undergraduate research. As the world of Higher Education changes and funding at
traditional agencies gets tighter, CUR should have leaders who can provide a path forward for the organization and its members. Its leaders need to be people who comfortable
with facing the challenges of undergraudate research in this new era. The nomination and vetting processed are the most important ptactices in putting new and effective leaders
into position.

The C stands for Council. It would be sad if we moved to a structure that didn't have a "council". But we need to consider it.

The personanel and leadership offices within the National Office needs to be expand to create greater capacity to manange the growing organization.

Years ago, the divisions played a more central role than they do today and that had benefits for the organization. Finding a way to tap into that energy would benefit the organization.
As it is, having as many Councilors as we do, with relatively few things for them to do doesn't benefit the organization as much as it could. As a group Councilors want to have
something to do and with committees now having only one representive per divison, that leaves a lot of down time for many Councilors. I agree with only one rep per division,
but rather think that perhaps the range of activities for Councilors at the business meetings could be expanded.

Reduce size of the board and have the board be more proactive. Have board do more of the governance and the council play a more supportive role.

Have committees keep in touch after the business meeting through email or newsletter.

There is currently a perceived lack of transparency wherein many Councilors feel as though the EBoard is driving the agenda of the organization while paying little attention to
the Councilors or the broader CUR membership. This perception exists despite (perhaps, in part, because of) the Council-wide brain-storming sessions, which seem to have little
impact on CUR-wide initiatives.Furthermore, at the Annual Business Meeting, exceptionally little time is devoted to Division Meetings. This is extremely unfortunate, because
the Division level is where a lot of important grassroots initiatives can be developed and "beta-tested" for potential implementation CUR-wide. Currently, Divisions are handicapped
by having such limited time. Given the large (and growing!) size of the General Council, the Council-wide meetings sometimes seem pointless and/or pro forma.

I like the current structure and am not really aware of the issues involved that are pushing leadership to look at this. If it is the aggregate number of councilors as a result of adding
divisions, perhaps some of the science divisions could be collapsed together, as their needs are more similar than other divisions. I expect that would be politically unpopular,
though.

Be sure that the present committees and committee structure is working.

I think better communication among members is critical, including having better electronic tools and an in-house IT person. Developing a strategic plan and a an implementation
approach that defined actions that members can take would also be critical.

I really don't know at this point what the GC's role is.

"Strategic leader"? I do not know who is delusional here but let us be realistic. We are an organization devoted to promoting undergraduate research, but we are not alone, and
not any "strategic leader." This type of self promotion at best wastes the members' time, diverting attention from the importance of our promotional work, and at worst makes us
look silly to professional colleagues.

I do not know enough to comment on this.

We should avoid having a perception that only a few councilors are asked to "do the job". We need to equally involve all members.

EO should be President. The current title 'President' should change to 'Chair of the Board'. The Executive Board should be responsible for policy, budget, management, and every
other aspect of the organization. Divisions should operate more like affinity groups, with individuals belonging to as many as they like.All members should vote for officers and
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for changes in the constitution. The Council would no longer have any policy or management responsibilities.The National Office should continue to manage the day to day
operations of CUR, as it has in the past, and should also exercise more leadership than we have acknowledged in the past.

I don't think CUR has done a great job of reaching out to other scientific organizations that promote research, probably because most of those are focused in the disciplines. But
perhaps encouraging and facilitating connections between dvisions and their disciplinary research bodies would be helpful.

CUR needs to figure out what it does besides publishing books and lobbying.

None

What I don't want to see is the loss of divisions. Our division is very connected and active and if CUR decided to do away with them I would resign from CUR.

fewer members, better committees, better leaders

No opinion

Additional divisions that are cross-disciplinary

The E-board should remain the seat of major decision making for the organization, with input from a streamlined Council. The Council should be used, whenever possible, to
delegate responsibility for implementing policy decisions of the E-board. This would be an excellent way to build leadership and future effective E-board members within the
organization.

CUR has out grown its current structure. We should rethink the appropriate size of our Executive Board (EB), decide on that size and then decide on reasonable ways to populate
that Board to generate broad based representation that serves disciplinary, type of institution and other core function needs (e.g. classifications of individuals our organization
supports like program directors). It is critically important that the approach to serving the organization as an EB member not be so insular.

The e-board needs to have representation/membership from standing committees and not just division chairs. The expectation of the e-board is that the committees will do some
of the work of CUR. This is appropriate. However, if there is no established representation of the committees on the e-board then coordination between them suffers. I have seen
decisions by the e-board without regard to committee reports produced in response to specific charges to the committee by the e-board. This can be demoralizing for committee
members and I have seen many leave disillusioned after their terms were over. In fact I have seen some drop out of CUR altogether after such an experience. The committee
structure needs to be used more effectively. This answer and my answer to number 3 below will no doubt be viewed as critical of the current e-board, but I would like to make
it clear that they and their predecessors have done a great job of running CUR and have made CUR very effective, but it is time to loosen up the process and involve the membership
to a much greater degree. The current structure and its operation are stifling the influx of new ideas.

Lower the number of councilors in each division, give members in each division more of an opportunity to participate in division activities.

Better connections and communictions between the executive board, the council with the general membership.

Utlize talents better!

none

none

I would suggest a realignment of divisions. For instance combine all of the natural science into one large division - with enough representation to develop effective working
sub-groupings. Perhaps add a social science division and administration division. I think a few larger divisions would make things more manageable. Each division would then
be working on larger issues and have more resources to effect change.

More involvement with CURS "grass-roots," the basic membership.

n/a
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Keep trying to involve more members in more ways.

I would like a model where the general council goes away.Have a leadership group of about 24-30 people, elected from the general membership, and a smaller executive leadership
group elected by that group of 24-30. This group of about 24-30 would include representation from dfferent affinity areas and committees (or they would be assigned those roles
once they were elected). I would form committees for publications, advocacy, assessment, etc. led by a member of the leadership group, to still involve the general membership
and build leadership potential for the leadership group. I think would of the problems with the structure is also that the general membership is not very engaged either.

Better leadership at the divisional level -- perhaps more support for divisional chairs from the executive board? Communication between chair and councilors in my division has
always been weak.

We need to stop ignoring the thousands of students and faculty at small underfunded colleges who are trying to develop programs and are finding the hill almost too steep to
climb. I am not suggesting that R-1 or well-heeled liberal arts colleges have it easy, but colleges like mine are getting hammered. State and federal funding has disppeared,
demographics are shifting away from our favor and we are trying to give our students an experience something like they might get at a better funded institution. I joined CUR,
got on council, convinced our administration to pay for institutional membership and am the UR coordinator. We have been to one institute, but the cost of sending a team to
another is prohibitive for us. (That $5000 could be used to fund student projects.) The private foundation funding is gone. Maybe we should be doing this on our own by now,
but we're not there yet. We are not alone. CUR used to talk a lot about how to start a program now it talks about excellence, which is great, but many of us are trying to just get
to ok. How about convincing some of the philanthropic trusts to go back to funding seed programs. If, in fact, CUR's goal is that all students should at least have the opportunity
to be involved in research, scholarly or creative activities, more attention needs to be paid to those of us in the middle of the leaning curve. Maybe more regional activities or
even regional versions of CUR, like GSA sectionals. Does that make sense?In addition, I think we should move toward a general membership election for officers. The slate
should obviously be vetted ahead of time, but I see no reason why the general membership shouldn't be allowed to vote for officers as they vote for councilors. We also need to
find a way to connect better to the general membership.

Ensure that division members have adequate opportunity to voice concerns/opinions on major changes. Don't railroad. The EB should be ready to accept a no vote from the
council.

Should the chairs of divisions be the only members of the Executive Board? Is there a better structure for the Exec Board? what should the mix be on the Executive Board so that
the main focus remains faculty development? How will having NCUR change the scope of CUR?

I have not served on the Council long enough to answer this question.

none

I think increasingly that our conversations are with higher education in general, and not as much within the disciplines. So we need to develop a Board that has its collective
fingers in higher ed governance, financing, legislation, accreditation, assessment, and so on.We need a new Executive Officer (or President -- I'm agnostic on that front) with as
much vision and initiative as Nancy has shown. She accounts for the majority of significant positive changes to CUR since my arrival.

I strongly suggest finding a way to include college presidents in the leadership structure of CUR--- not with an executive role, but perhaps with an advisory role or a mentoring
role. I want to participate in this organization that I so love, and I think I have lots to offer, but the structure doesn't really account for me.Thank you!MAB

change divisional membership to a different structure- instead of disciplines identify regional or state representation to the council

The combined divisional and committee structure is too unwieldy. As the organization grows in size, I think it will be necessary to give the divisions greater autonomy, and with
that greater budgets. See previous answer for more details.

CUR is over-structured. Streamline it. The overall effectiveness of the entire organization is negatively affected by the fact that there is a plethora of committees and divisions,
hundreds of councilors, and with every new person, committee, division, and assignment proportionately more energy must be expended simply to communicate to everyone
else. I think we are maxing out.

No suggestios for additional changes.
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I'm relatively happy with the current structure, although I recognize that if we add several more Divisions it may get unwieldy. I, personally, don't think that the current size of
the EBoard is too big. And I like the energy of the whole Council. I think that a lot of the work of the organization gets done within the Divisions, and we need a critical mass of
people involved in each Division to get the work done / keep the energy going.

Partnering with other professional associations as particular issues warrant? More involvement or input by top-ranked institutions.

The annual business meetings are too large and very pointless. The last meeting felt like a lot of busy work. Make the business meeting a true meeting with a few people, and
hold a conference once a year or every other year.

- None

We need to become more balanced so that the Humanities and Social Sciences become equal partners in CUR.

None.

Smaller board.

Moving to a smaller representative decision-making group that would work with the E-board.

Better communication with individual members and links between councilors and members within their divisiosn

I think that one of my long term frustrations is that there is no place for just a general member to get involved. We elect councilors based on their track record in research not
their eagerness or capability to serve the organization. So some councilors are great and some are terrible/do almost nothing. If there was a way for an average member to get
involved more substantially, then we could get a good idea of who would make a good future councilor. Is vetting Poster on the Hill abstracts a possible place to let people serve?
Or how about some other regional or committee structure. There has to be some way for a member to get some level of involvement/community other than what we have now-which
is minimial.

Do more of the "pre-decision making" work electronically. This has worked well for the CUR Fellows committee. Need to establish structures that help promote
interdisciplinary/multidisciplinary research.

I think CUR is doing a great job as is.

The voice of the general members of CUR are heard through divisional representatives who are elected by the membership. The Divisional members are not, however, able to
take part in any significant decision making for the organizatin. The decision making process does not reflect the vote of the division, but rather the vote of the divison chair with
little or no input from members of the division. In my time as a councilor I have seen the executive board discount entirely proper noticification of the divisional members, and
force a vote on an important issue that was very contentious. There was no interest at all in proper procedure of the vote, or fairnes in the understanding the matter at hand. This
was done in an dis-organized and uprofessional way. At the very least, there should be a position on the executive board that watches for these improprieties, and has the power
to do something about it. In another instance, the chair of my division blatently disregarded an overwhelming vote of my divisoin, and spoke (as representative of our Division)
in opposition to the opinion of the division -in the same meeting she was rewarded with a position on the board that was voted on by the board. Seriously?It was disgusting to
experience.

Current groups of divisions should be aggregated into common areas (life sciences, physical sciences, for example). The current divisional structure presumes a narrow provincialism
in how UR is structured, and the differences are simply not that profound between similar disciplines. It seems more a marker of longevity within CUR than an intellectually
grounded reason for thinking about UR advocacy in the clearest manner.We make more of a difference in UR in thinking about how different areas are commonly supported in
curricula, external funding, internal workload policies, and faculty development than in how each discipline does this separately.

Need more diversity in CUR....not just faculty. Need opportunities for administrators, academic advisors, student affairs folks, higher education scholars/researchers, higher
education leaders (professional organizations, think tanks, etc).

CUR should focus on enhancing the ability of faculty to work with students on undergraduate research. Everything else is better left to other organizations.
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I think the Council and the Executive Board should move things forward to the office, not vice versa.

Merging with NCUR was a good first move. So are initiatives like the April Dialogues, and Posters on the Hill. I think continuing with publications relevant to our mission and
with institutes consistent with that mission is good, too. As for additional changes--are there ways we can do more to empower our stakeholders (for instance, as PKAL tried to
do with its initiative "Faculty for the 21st Century")? A huge part of F21 was networking and mentorship, in addition to grantsmanship, leadership training, etc. Can CUR do
more of that around the mission of promoting UR?We need to "own" the data on the value (the real, documented, empirically verified value) of UR, rather than spending so much
of the Quarterly (and other resources) telling anecdotal stories and proselytizing to the converted using mostly emotional appeal. To date, the pickings are slim along these lines
(even Lopatto has mostly self-report data). Can we find a way to collect some data or evidence with more teeth? Ex. job placement, employer satisfaction, grad school application
success, etc.?

I think we are recongnized as one of the major if not "the major" group advocating UR. However, UR is not the priority for funding organizations (maybe with the exception of
NSF). I would like to see CUR devoting part of its efforts to convince other federal agencies (HRSA, NEH, NIH, DoE, DEd, etc) that UR is where future researchers are "incubated".

Be more open to new people and new ideas.
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General Questions
3. What other comments or suggestions would you like to offer?

I am shocked that this survey does not address problems with the EXECUTIVE BOARD. The disfunction of the organization does not exist at the level of the general council,
but rather with a disconnected and self promoting membership of the executive board. It is this structure that needs to be properly assessed and modified. Shame on the individuals
who put this survey out!

The eladers of the institutes and workshops do not reach out enough to the councilors for help. These are the main prorgams of CUR and they are run like an "old boys network".

Keep trying to involve more members in more ways.

Publications and promotional materials continue to appear dated and uninviting...energetic colors, appealing message, compelling cover on publications would help create an
image of an alive, vibrant, organization in tune and in touch with our changing world. Undergraduate research introduces students to a new world, undergraduate research invites
action, and infuses imagination, undergraduate research embraces creativity and curiosity and presents commonplace thinkers with challenges leading to discovery. Discovery
of self and advancement of the discipline are foremost. The press releases and journal covers supporting undergraduate are bland, flat, and counter productive. This is not who
we are as CUR.

I found this survey disappointing. As a former Executive Board member I think the lack of questions about how the Executive Board is perceived by the General Council to be
a fundamental flaw in providing a full set of information to Board Source to help move the organization forward.We need to find a way to open the opportunity to serve in key
outreach activities beyond the "favorite" few of whomever happens to be in power.

new councilors need to be given tasks more quickly. Took me a year to realize I could contribute. the term limits need to be long enough, perhaps 3 - 3 year terms?

Keep the faith. I belong to this group because I believe hook, line, and sinker in its mission. I haven't always agreed with its strategies for promoting that mission, or with the
directions it has taken at times, but I never take my eyes off the prize, and I don't think that CUR ever has either. That is what keeps me paying my dues.

Figure out what CUR actually does.

Make the newsletter shorter!

Kudos for the work that is done through CUR!

The closely held nature of our election process where councilors only, and not the general membership, elect officers is not what I expect from a mature organization. I have
belonged to more than dozen professional organizations over my career. Virtually all of them elected officers by general membership ballot. This is important because it instills
a sense of ownership of and belonging to the organization. Our general membership does not have this to the degree I would like to see. The high turnover rates of individual
members is I think clear evidence of this. However, individual memberships are no longer an important factor in the organization's budget.There is clearly a need for vetting of
candidates so that they meet criteria such as knowledge of organization and service, but there is no reason why a suitable slate of at least two candidates, both capable and
acceptable to the organization, for each office could not be put to the general membership for a vote.

I just started my term and am learning about the organization. As such, I selected "no opinion" for many of my responses.

Please be careful not to send too much email or social networking info to councillors - we already get a lot.At CUR conferences, the presence of people who are presenting actual
research results (e.g., from scientific work) is distracting and odd; unrelated to the purpose of the meeting.

none

So sorry to see Nancy go! VERY NERVOUS about how the organization will move forward without her leadership.

None
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I am not sure if I understood the "orientation" of a new councilor. Seems like one learns by experience at the first business meeting more so than from the first "orientation"
meeting for the new councilors. Although it was very informative in learning about the structure of the organization, it would be helpful to learn more about the experiences of
a new councilor, how much a new councilor is expected to participate in their first year, etc would have been very useful. A panel of second year Councilors and a Question/Answer
session might be a good addition to the orientation of new Councilors.

I think the energy for the action of CUR comes from the camaraderie and commitment of the Council and E-Board. Coming together at a business meeting is a shot in the arm
that is different than just attending a conference. I know being a Councilor for a number of years has resulted in a passion and career focus on mentoring undergrads in research.
I don't think I would have that passion from just attending talks during a conference.

Term Limits! and better ways to get slacker councilors to do something and grooming better prospective councilors through small committee service!

Need to think about serving STUDENTS and what CUR is uniquely positioned to provide.

CUR's mission is less easily identified than in the early years of the organization. Maybe the troubles the organization faced then were front and center and all involved in CUR
understood the challenges facing undergraduate research. The threat to CUR's mission was clear! It is not clear that CUR is an effective organization - effectively meeting proposed
goals and seeing through on mission activities. Is the institution of undergraduate research better off today than a decade ago?

For smaller divisions the business meetings are too long. It would make sense to allow each division to set its own start date and time, rather than having all divisions begin their
work at the same time.

Keep up the focus on diversity and on ensuring that undergraduate research opportunities are given to those students most at risk!

I think that it's good that CUR is evaluating its structure. I hope that whatever we come up with will recognize the grass-roots / volunteer nature of the organization and continue
to allow room for people to learn, grow, and find leadership opportunities in the organization.

This survey makes no sense - there is no definition of what you mean by general council vs other members, so I really didn't have any reason to answer the questions. I only filled
it out to make the emails stop.

Although I think the divisional break-down still works most effectively, I would like to see much more opportunity for cross-disciplinary interaction and relationship-building.

The URPD has a listserv, which encourages discussion among its members. I would like to see something like that--a discussion forum--for CUR Councilors as a whole.

One and two above should suffice.

I believe that CUR should raise the quality of its journal, the Quarterly. If the CUR Q were "the place" to publish results of assessment of undergraduate research, it would raise
our credibility as an academically-based organization and woudl position us better as the leader in this strategic area. Publications really do matter.

The size of the E-board should be reduced, if at all possible. THe challenge will be to find a mechanism to do that and maintain effective representation of the various constituencies
within the organization. An E-board that is not knowledgeable or responsive to issues within the sciences (or even specific disciplines within the sciences), the non-sciences,
administrators, and various institutional types, will not be sufficiently inclusive to make good, forward-thinking policy decisions.

I have not served on the Council long enough to answer this question.

none

- None

I decided not to run for re-election again, mainly due to the structure of CUR, and the lack of a clear role for the councilors. I'll continue to support the CUR initiatives, and
continue to be a member, but want to see some significant changes in structure for my time to be valued as a general council member. I realize that most do not feel as strong
about this as I do, and like the current structure build on grass roots, so I'm assuming this is my issue, and my time and energy are not the right fit for this organization. I will say
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that I have met some amazing people, I'm very proud of the work CUR is doing overall, and the growth in national impact of the organization with Nancy at the helm. So, the
structure seems to not be hurting the growth of the organization, so I am taking this as the structure does not fit with me, but maybe it does fit with CUR.

The leadership of CUR has always been very cliquish. The organization needs to move beyond this attitude.

Have general meetings in places other than the midwest (it seems that this has started to happen).

n/a

Our division has implemented a two-position model. The chair serves the board and the organization, while a second person manages outreach and service to the divisional
members. I think something akin to this will make sense going forward -- CUR as an organization requires a lot of work and oversight, and eats up most of the chair's time.Now
that we have so many enhanced institutional members, there are hundreds or even thousands of CUR members who have never had a conversation with a CUR Councilor, and
tens of thousands more potential recruits to the UR cause. We need to mobilize the base, to use the political metaphor, and make CUR an organization of thousands rather than
the two hundred or so active and engaged Councilors.

CUR has done an excellent job and continues to do a very good job of promoting undergraduate research as it has grown rapidly in size and more inclusive of discipline and type
of school represented. The roganization faces some tough challenges on many fronts, and openess of dialog and a willingness to tap into untestedd pools for leaders and strategists
will allow CUR to move forward in a positive way.

There needs to be more effort put in to bringing new Councilors into the decision-making. CUR feels like a clique of the "inner circle" veterans and the rest of us. I appreciate
that friendships develop and new people necessarily feel on the outside but opportunities for growth are lost when there is no intention of inclusion.

CUR should realize the value and potential influence of the CUR Quarterly by making past issues freely available on-line.

No opinion

I found this survey odd. It felt too businessey. I didn't understand some of the terminology, that I think are business terms - on some of these I said "don't know" or "no opinion"
because I didn't know what they were asking. It felt too rigid that the EB was totally separate and unapproachable by the general councilors, and "enforcing policies". If I was
not already a councilor and knew that this questionnaire does NOT reflect the fell of CUR, I would be reluctant to join. It's a much friendlier, more open and approachable
organization than the questions here indicate. If CUR does another survey like this, I would suggest using an organization with more experience with academia (which I don't
feel this one has).

I think the above changes will allow CUR to reach its potential as a major-league higher ed association--influencing policy in Washington, advocating for increased funding, and
supporting the efforts of individual and institutional members re: undergraduate research.

There has been no communication from the E-board to the at-large division. The division is asked annually to send information on CUR-related activities but that is the extent
of communication.

the organization needs to make more of an effort to be more inclusive and promote diversity. Need to be less reactive and more prepared to way in on higher ed issues. Demonstrate
leadership and innovation. Make an effort to be more cutting edge and helpful to stakeholders.

Despite my comments above, I have found my association with CUR and the Council to be very beneficial. Everything I bring back to my campus is from other CUR members
or CUR programs. In my early terms on council I was more satisfied than I have been recently, though last summer was an improvement.

In general, CUR is a vibrant and healthy organization. We do need to improve the connectivity and involvement of the council and general membership in the governance of
CUR, including but not limited to elections (for all CUR offices) that involve the general membership. The council should have a stronger role than the exectuive board in
governing CUR and setting its priorities.

There has been some discussion of moving the meetings off campuses and into hotels... I vehemently oppose that. CUR is a secondary organization for most and going to a hotel
will skyrocket costs that would make it very difficult for Councilors to attend on a regular basis... the campus atmosphere actually enhances the collegiality of the organization.
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If I compare CUR to other multidisciplinary science-oriented organizations, I would have to say that we do a pretty good job at advocacy and the promotion and support of
undergraduate research. The merger with NCUR is a big positive.

I am glad we are finally doing something about the ineffective governing structure

Term limits for the General Council would be a problem for our division (math/cs). We have difficulty getting members to run for general council. I think part of the reason for
this is that the MAA (Math Assoc. of America) has been doing an excellent job in fulfilling many of the functions that CUR does, and it is more natural to serve in the MAA
because it also functions as a professional organization for the discipline.

More time for Divisions to meet on their own.

CUR is a great organization. The conference before the business meeting is strange. There should be some way for concilors to participate - maybe pay to hear the keynote
address? Not everyone arrives the morning of the meeting. I had to come the day before.

Theoretically the current structure is effective and efficient - each division has representation on committees and so contributes snd knows what is going on; each division has
representation to the e-board, likewise.

None
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General Questions
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